344 ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

The Adopt-a-Highway Program for volunteers encourages organizations to pick up litter along a specific length of highway. Recognition signs calling attention to the litter control effort and crediting the volunteer organization for its work are fabricated and installed by ADOT to recognize participants in this program.

The Adopt-a-Highway Program for volunteers is governed by ADOT Intermodal Transportation Division Policies and Procedures MGT 04-1.

An Adopt-a-Highway volunteer sign assembly typically consists of a D14-101 panel with a D14-103P or D14-104P plaque displaying the name of the volunteer group. One sign assembly is typically placed in each direction at the beginning of the adopted highway segment. Details for these signs are found in the Arizona Manual of Approved Signs.

Adopt-a-Highway sign assemblies should not be placed immediately adjacent to other signs and should not share supports or posts with other signs.